ART. 469]
MAGNETIC  INDUCTION.
243
the "body A.    Since the element dv is outside the 'body B and inside A we have
It follows that when the magnetic susceptibility is constant, the volume density p is zero. The potential of the magnetism induced in the homogeneous isotropic body A at any internal or external point may therefore be represented by that of an imaginary layer of matter on the surface of that body. The surface density <r of this layer is known by Poissons proposition to be cr = Jcos0, see Art. 339.
If J is the normal component of force at any point P close to the surface but in the substance of the body, the surface density at P is a- = JcR cos 6 = + kF, the upper or lower sign being used according as F is measured positively from P in direction pointing outwards or inwards from the boundary.
467.    The  actual distribution of induced magnetism is both solenoidal and lamellar.     Since  p = 0  the  condition  that  the magnetism is solenoidal is satisfied, (Art. 349).
The level surfaces due to the acting forces are defined by 27+ H=c. Each element of the body is magnetised at right angles to the level surface which passes through it, and, since I = kR, the intensity is inversely proportional to the normal distance between two consecutive level surfaces c and c + dc (Art. 46). The distribution is therefore lamellar, Art. 351.
468.    The boundary condition.    Let FI9 F2 be the normal components of the magnetic force due to all causes at points P1? P2 respectively just inside and just outside the stratum but situated  on  the  same normal.    Let  these forces  be  measured positively in  each medium from the stratum on its boundary. Then by Arts. 142, 466,
^ + 2^ = 4-71-0-,        o- = -kFl    ............... (2).
From these we deduce the equation
0     .... .............. (3).
469. When two substances, both of which are susceptible of induced magnetism, are separated by a surface 8 the conditions at the boundary are slightly altered. Let klt &a be their respective susceptibilities, Fl9 F>2 the normal components of the magnetic
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